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	Illustrated History of Landscape Design, 9780470289334 (0470289333), John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The constructed landscape embodies a vision of creative power. The gardens and landscapes of the past serve as an endless source of possibility and inspiration. Discovering how the elements of nature have been recombined in different times and places intrigues us. Our purpose in assembling a visual reference of historic landscapes is to provide to the reader a useful guide that captures our exuberance for landscape design.


	We examine landscape history as designers, and through the language of design, which is drawing. Plans, sections, elevations, and perspectives are all useful in communicating form and spatial relationships. To this vocabulary we’ve added sequential drawings, to capture the dynamic experience of space.


	As an art form, a designed landscape is a cultural product, representing the ideals and values of its creator, owner, or patron, and situated within a unique social, economic, and political environment. Studying landscape history can inspire contemporary designers, and help them position their work in relationship to present circumstances. Precedents can be rejected or translated into current idioms. Our experience in leading summer study-abroad programs has taught us the value of fi rsthand experience of historic sites. Observation and analysis (accomplished through drawing) can inform the design process and elevate the quality of one’s work.
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Graph Drawing: 14th International Symposium, GD 2006, Karlsruhe, Germany, September 18-20, 2006, Revised PapersSpringer, 2007


	The 14th International Symposium on Graph Drawing (GD 2006) was held in

	Karlsruhe, Germany, during September 17-20, 2006. The conference attracted

	108 participants from 18 countries.





	In response to the call for papers, the Program Committee received 91 submissions

	by (co)-authors from 31 countries. At least three...

		

How to Think Like a Mathematician: A Companion to Undergraduate MathematicsCambridge University Press, 2009

	Looking for a head start in your undergraduate degree in mathematics? Maybe you've already started your degree and feel bewildered by the subject you previously loved? Don't panic! This friendly companion will ease your transition to real mathematical thinking. Working through the book you will develop an arsenal of techniques to help...


		

Kivy: Interactive Applications in Python - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create responsive cross-platform UI/UX applications and games in Python using the open source Kivy library


	About This Book

	
		Utilize the power of Kivy to develop applications that run on all the major platforms
	
		Build user interfaces (UI) and control multi-touch events to improve the user...






	

C++ Primer (5th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2012

	Bestselling Programming Tutorial and Reference Completely Rewritten for the New C++11 Standard


	Fully updated and recast for the newly released C++11 standard, this authoritative and comprehensive introduction to C++ will help you to learn the language fast, and to use it in modern, highly effective ways....


		

Introduction to Fiber Optics, Second Edition (IDC Technology)Newnes, 2001
John Crisp's Introduction to Fiber Optics is well established as an introductory text for engineers, managers and students. It meets the needs of systems designers, installation engineers, electronic engineers and anyone else who wants to gain a working knowledge of fiber optics with a minimum of maths. Review questions are included within the text...

		

Foundation Form Creation with Adobe LiveCycle Designer ESFriends of Ed, 2008
Form creation is key to information processing and forms workflow is a key concept within Adobe LiveCycle Enterprise Suite. Adobe LiveCycle Forms ES is a stand-alone product that also comes bundled with Adobe LiveCycle Enterprise Suite. This is the first and only book about this new product specifically created for the design, creation, and...
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